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PILE UP YOUR

PROFITS
Protect your potatoes AND your profits.
MANA Canada offers four products to protect your potato crop and maximize your
production, utilizing the same actives that you already rely on. MANA Canada is the right
choice for providing optimum control of grassy weeds and pests like Colorado potato
beetles, leafhoppers and aphids.
Support choice: ask for MANA Canada products by name.

Arrow

®

Clethodim

Herbicide

240 EC

Same active as
Select® and Centurion®

Pyrinex 480 EC

Silencer 120 EC

Same active as Lorsban®

Same active as Matador®

®

Insecticide

Chlorpyrifos

®

Insecticide

Lambda-cyhalothrin

Alias 240 SC
®

Insecticide

Imidacloprid

Same active as Admire®

manainc.ca
® Alias, Arrow, Pyrinex and Silencer are registered trademarks of Makhteshim Agan of North America Inc. All others are registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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Chairman’s Comments
by Gary Linkletter, Board Chairman
The potato industry seems to be under a lot of scrutiny
lately. Every time you turn around, there is a new letter or
editorial in the papers, or some viewpoint being presented
on TV. Some days it makes you feel like suggesting that
since people know so much they should try producing
food for the rest of the country the same way we farmers
are tasked with, and see how much they like it. However,
much as we might feel like that, this is the world we live
in and we might as well accept it and understand that we
are living in a fish bowl.
What exactly does life in a fishbowl mean? Wiki-Answers
says it means you are trapped into going around in circles
and people are always staring. The Urban Dictionary says
it means to live a life where everyone is watching. Merriam
Webster describes it as a place or condition where there is
no privacy. Yep, that is us all right.
It is not much fun being in this position. Everything we
do is watched and scrutinized by both the government
and by the public. Making it worse is that often what
we do is totally misunderstood and misconstrued by
the media and the public. We can fight this erosion of
independence and the ongoing intrusions into our lives,
but it is like having a war in a marshmallow factory. It is
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just plain hard to get a good grip on anything to have a
meaningful effect.
Life in general is unfair, but I am a firm believer in the
philosophy that it is not what happens to you that defines
you in life; rather, it is how you respond to the things that
happen that show your character. The industry is under
great scrutiny, but we have been responding to it in a
positive and constructive manner. Did you know the PEI
industry has now installed 1.1 million feet of terraces, 2.1
million feet of grassed waterways, and 270,000 feet of
farmable berms? That is not trivial action!
Even with all that has been done, it is not a time to be
complacent. As we go to our fields this spring, we need to
continue to address problem areas of the fields, and to be
aware and proactive when we farm near environmentally
sensitive areas. Just as we left grassed waterways last fall
to reduce rutting from the spring runoff, we can plan our
crops to keep the soil in our fields and the runoff out of
streams.
As an industry we cannot afford any fish kills this year.
(Kudos to the folks up in the Trout River watershed for
all the preventative work they did last fall.) As we go to
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the fields this spring, all of us need to assess how we are
farming when near streams and ensure there is minimal
risk of chemical moving into them. We all like staying in
our comfort zone, but what is being expected of us as
farmers is changing and we need to respond positively to
that.
We can do this! Being in a fish bowl doesn’t mean we
still can’t enjoy farming, it just means that besides doing
a good job, we must be seen to be doing a good job. Just
think “Fishbowl!”
On another topic connected to spring, just a reminder
that your safety and the safety of your staff needs to be
top of mind. A moment’s forgetfulness can result in a
lifetime’s regret. I know you all do a great job and are top
of the industry, so let’s make it a safe spring.
Now, with spring at hand, let me wish you a successful
and enjoyable planting season. Back to the dirt we go!

Fox Island Seed Available
For Delivery Spring 2014
ELITE 1
Caribe
Chieftain
Goldrush

12 cwt
80 cwt
150 cwt

ELITE 2
Alpine Russet
Classic Russet
Norvalley
Russet Burbank
Sangre

30 cwt
35 cwt
100 cwt
300 cwt
150 cwt

For additional details, contact Mary Kay Sonier
(902) 892-6551 or mary@peipotato.org

Weigh cool.
The VP-MD12 weigher is just one in a line of newly
designed and upgraded Volmpack weighers.

TOTAL
SOLUTIONS
from packing facility
to market shelf—

New Volmpack Weigher
Features Include:
 Best in class speed & accuracy
 Modern, reduced footprint design
 New touchscreen monitor and
software that allows for viewing and
collecting of data remotely

© 2013 Volm Companies, Inc. • Antigo, WI - Idaho Falls, ID - Pasco, WA
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PEI Potato Board Chairman Gary Linkletter (left) recently
presented Ryan Keenan (right) with a Certificate
of Appreciation in recognition of his time as an exofficio member of Board of Directors as a Young
Farmers representative. The Board thanks Ryan for this
contributions to the Board over the past two years. The
Young Farmers seat on the Board has subsequently been
filled by Ian Drake of Vernon Bridge, a tablestock and seed
grower.
March/April 2014

Potato BoaRD News
Canadian Horticultural Council AGM
The annual meeting was held in Kelowna, BC from
March 4-6. Many changes have been made at CHC over
the past year to put finances of this organization in order
for the long term. One of the changes was shortening up
the AGM by one day which made for a more efficient use
of time and was well received by members. The Canadian
Potato Committee and Seed Potato Sub-Committee met
on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday.
During the Potato Council Meeting updates were
provided on several areas including: NAPPO meetings and
activities (North American Plant Protection Organization
– Canada/USA/Mexico panel); potato wart surveillance
activities; reports from working groups on Research,
potato breeding, late blight, the export development
project (Potatoes Canada), and marketing and promotion.
With regard to the last committee, consultant Alain Rabeau
gave a presentation on the feasibility of the creation of
National Research and Promotion Agency for potatoes.
There are still many questions to be answered and grower
consultation to be done before any decision is made on
this topic.
Considerable discussion and planning took place on
two seed potato related issues:
PCN Testing: The Canada- US PCN Working Group has
developed proposed revisions to the PCN Guidelines that
would see a reduction in testing requirements, based on
the extensive testing that has been done to date. PEI
growers through the Farm-Seed Committee and Potato
Board Directors have provided feedback that any plan
needs to have an end in sight if we continue to accumulate
negative tests results in non-quarantine areas. However, it
is recognized that a reduction in testing would be a start.
The draft revisions are being reviewed in each country,
and will hopefully be in effect for the shipment of the
2014 crop. CFIA has notified the industry that the fee it
charges Canadian growers for PCN sample collection and
analysis will increase to one hundred dollars per sample
in 2014, which will result in major cost increases for our
seed growers.
Seed Potato Tuber Quality Management Program:
Plans continue for implementation of this program for
March/April 2014

domestic shipments as of April 1, 2014. As growers have
been notified, CFIA will continue to do shipping point
inspection for all seed destined for the USA this spring.
A visit to Canada by USDA/APHIS, National Potato
Council and state seed certification officials will be taking
place in the Winnipeg area during the first week of April.
The purpose of the visit is to review the tuber inspection
process under the SPTQMP. Feedback on the review will
determine how the industry will move forward to meet
shipping point inspection requirements in 2015. All seed
producing provinces will be involved in these discussions
moving forward.
Another process that potato growers need to keep
involved in is the proposed CFIA Integrated Agency
Inspection Model. This is a combination of inspection
programs for food and agricultural commodities so that
all are following similar processes. It is quite complicated
and needs thorough review to determine how it will
impact potato inspection. The consultation period began
in March 2014 and the Agency has set quite an aggressive
timeline for completion.
The issue of wireworm damage was also discussed,
including the registration of a new control chemical, the
possibility of extending registration of Thimet beyond
2015 and research plans within the National Potato
Research Cluster. PEI Potato Board reps are participating
in all these initiatives on behalf of Island growers.
Other presentations took place on Crop Management
Practices to limit current season spread of PVY, promotion
opportunities and the sustainability survey.
The Canadian Potato Council/Canadian Horticultural
Council continues to be an important venue for lobbying
and tackling issues affecting the local and national potato
industry in a collaborative manner.
SPTQMP Training
Two training workshops were held by CFIA in early
February to introduce growers of the requirements of the
Seed Potato Tuber Quality Management Program and
the responsibilities of the growers. Each farm attending
received a copy of the appropriate CFIA Directive and the
Prince Edward Island Potato News
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Potato Tuber Inspection Manual. Training has now moved
to the on-farm stage with one-on-one training provided
by local CFIA inspection.

we will await word on how the provincial government will
move ahead on this issue.

If you missed the February sessions, please contact
your local CFIA inspector to get started on the training
process.

Staffing Update:

CFIA will continue to do shipping point inspections on
seed loads destined for the US this spring. The SPTQMP
for domestic movement will be implemented as of April
1, 2014.
Promoting
Science
Based
Discussions
and
Environmental Stewardship with Respect to the
Request to Lift the Moratorium on High Capacity Wells
for Irrigation
Ongoing since the last issue has been continued public
discussion about the industry’s request to the province
to “remove the moratorium on high capacity wells
for agriculture irrigation provided that scientific data
shows that it would not harm the environment and our
groundwater supply.”
This request was supported by the Federation of
Agriculture at their AGM with the following resolution:
“Be it resolved that the PEI Federation of Agriculture
requests the Department of Environment remove
the moratorium on new wells for supplemental
agricultural irrigation provided the scientific
data shows that it will not negatively impact the
environment and that the PEI Water Extraction Policy
provides the adequate controls for the sitting and
operation of any new wells.”
Various opinions have been voiced through the
newspaper and more recently at presentations to the
Standing Committee on Agriculture. The Potato Board
has taken this time of increased public awareness to run
paid advertisements as well as press releases to inform
the public about our actual request made to lift the
moratorium, some of the facts and information on water
availability that we have been provided by the Department
of Environment, the benefit of having irrigation as one
of the tools growers could use to improve yield and
quality and other advances in environmental stewardship
initiatives that the PEI potato industry has made.

The Board’s Assistant General Manager Brenda Simmons
will be completing her secondment to the PEI AgriAlliance,
and will be returning the Board office in April. Brenda
maintained her involvement with the Potato Industry
by continuing her role on behalf of the Board on several
committees and organizations. Brenda has remained
active on the United Potato Growers of Canada board, has
represented PEI and Canadian growers on the CanadaUS PCN Working Group and has been an active member
of the PEI Wireworm Research Group. She will be in the
Board office three days a week for the first few months
while she resumes her duties here and while continuing
with the AgriAlliance two days a week to wind up some
files there. She will become full time back at the Board on
October 1st. The Board welcomes Brenda back. She can
be reached at the office at 892-6551.
Ryan Barrett, current Research and Communications
Coordinator, will be devoting more of his time in the next
two years to research coordination duties. Using the
resources approved by the Board last year, we have been
successful in having several research projects approved
under both the Canadian Potato Council research cluster
and provincially through the PEI Agricultural Research
Fund. Many of these projects will just be getting underway
in 2014. In addition, Ryan will be working putting together
a database on potato research in key topic areas that is
underway or has been conducted in other growing areas.
This information can be used to identify work that may be
adapted to PEI conditions, where local trials are needed or
where we can collaborate with other researchers. This will
enable us to make the most efficient use of our research
dollars. We look forward to moving ahead with Ryan in
this role and increasing our involvement and input in the
area of potato research for PEI.

The Federation of Agriculture made a presentation at
the Standing Committee on March 13 and the PEI Potato
Board will be making a presentation on March 27. Once
the Standing Committee has completed their hearings
8
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YOU’LL GO TO ANY LENGTH
TO PROTECT YOUR POTATOES
FROM BLIGHT.
SO WILL WE.
Manzate Pro-Stick fungicide. Formulated to spray better, stick better and work better.
Looking for advanced technology in the fight against early and late blight in potatoes? Look no further than Manzate Pro-Stick
from UPI. The unique formulation technology of Manzate Pro-Stick delivers uniform product coverage to the treatment area,
providing superior, long-lasting disease control potato growers, like you, have come to trust. A multi-site protectant fungicide,
Manzate Pro-Stick has very low risk to resistance, an important factor to consider in today’s disease management programs.
®

TM

There is simply no imitation to Manzate Pro-stick when it comes to getting added security
from blight. To learn more, contact your local UPI distributor or sales representative.

Built for where crop
protection is going.
Always read and follow label directions and precautions. Manzate® and UPI logo are trademarks of United Phosphorus, Inc. ©February, 2013.
United Phosphorus, Inc., 630 Freedom Business Center, King of Prussia, PA 19406. www.upi-usa.com.
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Disposition and Holdings
March 1st, 2014
CANADIAN HOLDINGS as of March 1 ('000 cwt)
2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

13/14 vs.
12/13

PEI
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Total Maritimes

14,285
9,008
N/A*
23,293

13,046
5,102
N/A*
18,148

13,620
7,226
N/A*
20,846

13,162
6,784
N/A*
19,946

-3.4%
-6.1%
N/A*
-4.3%

Quebec
Ontario
Total Eastern Canada (inc. Maritimes)

4,951
2,656
30,900

5,165
2,269
25,582

5,098
2,683
28,627

5,488
3,275
28,709

7.7%
22.1%
0.3%

Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia
Total Western Canada

8,974
855
6,050
160
16,039

7,419
875
7,527
454
16,275

10,193
N/A*
9,403
460
20,056

11,739
N/A*
9,841
369
21,949

15.2%
N/A*
4.7%
-19.8%
9.4%

CANADA TOTAL

46,939

41,857

48,683

50,658

4.1%

* The 13/14 SK and NS Holdings were not available and therefore not included in the totals

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND DISPOSITION as of February 28 (cwt)
2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

13/14 vs.
12/13

25,500,000

24,510,000

24,284,000

25,009,000

3.0%

Canadian Shipments
U.S. Shipments
Export Shipments
Total Fresh

1,328,602
1,203,903
1,429,441
3,961,946

1,711,426
1,683,182
662,964
4,057,572

1,577,100
1,043,261
849,310
3,469,671

1,288,719
1,535,919
1,182,175
4,006,813

-18.3%
47.2%
39.2%
15.5%

Processing / Local Use

5,875,867

6,222,642

5,698,624

6,472,308

13.6%

Cullage

1,376,841

1,184,229

1,495,850

1,368,200

-8.5%

Total Disposition as of February 28

11,214,655

11,464,443

10,664,145

11,847,321

11.1%

PEI Holdings at March 1

14,285,345

13,045,557

13,619,855

13,161,679

-3.4%

3,078,033
8,542,904
1,998,918

3,197,000
7,762,040
2,202,639

3.9%
-9.1%
10.2%

Production

Projected Utilization as of March 1 (cwt)
Fresh
Processing
Seed
10

3,671,725
8,600,188
2,013,433
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2,865,897
7,902,370
2,277,290
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An Update From the:

PEI Department of Agriculture & Forestry
by Brian Beaton, P.Ag., Potato Industry Coordinator
It is now nearing the end of March, winter is quickly
slipping past, and planting season will soon be here. It
has been a long winter this year with snow starting in
early December, so we will be happy to see the warmer
days return. Growers are putting the final plans in place
for this spring planting and everyone will soon be busy
with spring activities.
Looking back at “Meeting Season”
“Meeting season” this year has been no different than
years past, with meetings taking place almost every week
in late January and February. The 2014 International
Potato Expo was held this year on February 21st and 22nd
in Charlottetown at the Civic Centre. Overall exhibitor
participation was up this year compared with the show
two years ago. The weather cooperated and overall
attendance at the show was very good and increased over
other years. Thanks to everyone who attended the Potato
Expo this year and those that attended the Conference
at Red Shores. The breakfast and conference was well
attended by growers.
The keynote speaker this year was Dr. Rick Knowles
from Washington State University. Dr. Knowles presented
some of his research relating to managing physiological
age of seed and how they are using that information to
manage stem numbers and, in turn, tuber numbers. They
do have different conditions in his home growing area,
but many of the concepts and research can be used in our
growing conditions. I am hoping that growers can take
the information from Rick’s presentations and try some of
the things talked about on your own farms and see what
works best under your conditions.
Wireworm/Click Beetle Trapping
Wireworm continues to be a major topic of discussion
this winter. There are updates on the recent meetings
and research in other sections of this issue. I encourage
everyone to do some monitoring in your fields for both
click beetles and wireworms. If you do some monitoring,
you can get a better understanding of the pressure in
March/April 2014

(902) 314-1607

bwbeaton@gov.pe.ca

and around your fields. This will provide you with more
information in making management decisions.
Seed Piece Decay - Being Proactive
Last year, we had a number of issues at planting related
to seed piece decay. As we get closer to planting season,
growers are encouraged to take time to carefully grade
your seed before planting. I encourage growers take
some of their seed and do a “hot box” test of their own
on the seed to look for any potential problems. This may
give you a bit of a preview of the seed’s germination and
highlight any possible issues with your seed.
Examining Soil Compaction
At a recent meeting that I attended, one of the
presentations was on compaction and how much that
can impact potato yields. Testing was done after harvest
on all the different tracks left in the fields by equipment
and trucks. From the research, the truck tires seemed to
impact compaction the most. With the increased use of
GPS and now travelling the same areas in the field each
time, could this be creating bands of compaction in
certain parts of the field? I know a number of farms have
been doing some deep tillage in late summer to try and
break up that hard pan on heavily travelled portions of
the field.
Growing Forward II Programs
As many of you are aware, the new Federal-Provincial
Growing Forward II suite of programs were launched last
year. The new intake for this year begins April 1st. You
can find much more detailed information on our web site
www.peifarm.ca. If any one is interested in the programs,
feel free to give me a call.
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environmental stewardship Discussed
at International Potato expo Conference
The topic of environmental
sustainability was front and centre
for potato growers attending the
International Potato Technology
Expo Conference on Friday, February
21st at Red Shores in Charlottetown,
PEI. Ensuring that potato production
in Prince Edward Island is both
environmentally and economically
sustainable is a priority for the
industry, and a trio of speakers
addressed these efforts as part of the
Expo’s education seminar on Friday
morning.
Greg Donald, General Manager of
the PEI Potato Board, spoke about
the efforts made by the Action
Committee on Sustainable Land
Management in response to the
fish mortality events in the Barclay
Brook Watershed in recent years.
Committee members, local potato
growers, and the PEI Department
of Agriculture and Forestry have
been working together to construct
a number of soil conservation
structures in this sensitive watershed
to prevent future run-off into the
Barclay Brook, including the longest
soil terrace in the province. As well,
growers in the area are voluntarily
adopting management practices
aimed at minimizing soil erosion as
well as using more environmentallyfriendly pest control options.

been constructed by Island farmers
collaborating with the Department
of Agriculture and Forestry. Josh
also reviewed cropping techniques
aimed at leaving crop residues and
organic matter in soils, as well as the
Alternative Land Use Services (ALUS)
program which can pay farmers to
take sensitive land out of agricultural
production.
Pierre Petelle, Vice-President of
CropLife Canada, spoke on the
subject of sustainable pesticide use.
Pesticides being developed and
released in recent years have much
lower levels of active ingredient than
previous products, and chemical
companies are committed to working
with farmers to provide pest control
products which do not adversely
affect non-target organisms. Pierre
discussed
Best
Management
Practices for pesticide application as
well as the regulatory framework that
governs crop protectant approval
and oversight.
Before these presentations on
environmental stewardship, Dr.
Rick Knowles of Washington State
University led off the conference with

a presentation on the importance
of the physiological age of seed.
Knowing the physiological age of
seed and being able to manage it for
your specific production goals is of
high importance in getting the kind of
potato crop you want. Physiological
age is driven by the combination of
time and temperature (measured
in degree days), with “older” seed
producing increased stems, increased
tuber set, but decreased tuber size.
Dr. Knowles spoke extensively about
research performed to assess the
effect of physiological age on the
resultant crop, as well as ways to
manage physiological age through
storage conditions, seed and row
spacing, as well as a couple of
chemical treatments applied to seed
before planting.
Following Dr. Knowles, Faith
Matchett of Farm Credit Canada
presented on the state of agriculture,
both in Canada and internationally.
She looked at many of the trends in
international agricultural trade, the
effect of currency value changes, as
well as the volatility of commodity
prices in the past few years.

Josh Dillman, Soil and Water
Engineer with the PEI Department
of Agriculture and Forestry, reviewed
the soil conservation programs
that farmers can access through
the Department. So far, over 1.1
million feet of terraces, 270,000 feet
of farmable berms, and 2.1 million
feet of grassed waterways have
12
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Proof?

Proof.

Your liquid potato seed-piece treatment shouldn’t leave you guessing. With the exclusive red coverage
of Titan™ Emesto™, a quick glance is all you need to be 100% sure that your seed-pieces are fully
protected. And Titan Emesto protects your crop against the broadest spectrum of insects and major
seed-borne diseases, including rhizoctonia, silver scurf and fusarium – even current resistant strains
through the use of two new modes of action. Your potato crop is too important for guesswork.
Be absolutely sure you’re getting complete protection.
Visit www.BayerCropScience.ca/TitanEmesto to see Titan Emesto in action.
CropScience.Bayer.ca or 1 888-283-6847 or contact your Bayer CropScience representative.

Always read and follow label directions. Titan™ and Emesto™ are trademarks of the Bayer Group. Bayer CropScience is a member of CropLife Canada.
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Farm Practices act:

by Dr. Les Halliday

Helping to ensure the Right to Farm!
Agriculture is important to the rural way of life on Prince
Edward Island. The issue of residential encroachment
adjacent to farm land has the potential to increase the
number of nuisance conflicts between farmers and
residential neighbours. Urban residents often move to the
rural areas with little knowledge of farm practices used in
the production of food. Farmers appreciate the value of
rural tranquility, sense of community and lifestyle but also
see rural PEI as a place to conduct business.
In 1988 the Prince Edward Island Government passed
the Farm Practices Act, R,S,P.E.I 1988c F-4.1. This act assures
respect of the agricultural land and priority for use of land
for agriculture. The intent is to allow farmers who follow
normal farm practices to continue to farm without being
taken to court, but also to deal fairly with people’s concerns
and complaints and to deal with poor farm practices. With
this in mind, the Farm Practices Act is designed to divert
some decisions from the court room to an alternative
setting where dispute resolution can be used to resolve
issue.
What is a “Nuisance Issue?”
Nuisance issues associated with agriculture operations
include odour, noise, smoke, light and dust. The act offers
a means to provide farm practices protection to farmers
who use normal farm practices and comply with the
Environmental Protection Act, Pesticides Control Act, Public
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Beef Specialist,
PEI Department of
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Health Act, Planning Act, Agricultural Crop Rotation Act and
the regulations pursuant to those acts.
In 2013, the act was amended to allow the use of
Beneficial Management Practices (BMP’s) rather than
Codes of Practice in evaluating and assessing farm
practices. Codes were considered to be too regimented
and discouraged good alternative practices. BMPs
improve a farm’s soil, water, air, wildlife habitat and also
contribute to the farm’s overall sustainability and to the
farm family’s quality of life. BMPs also contribute to the
environmental health of the surrounding landscape and
communities. BMP’s are flexible and take into account
circumstances unique to each farm and do not take a
one-size-fits-all approach.
Critical to the implementation of the Farm Practices Act is
the determination of “Normal Farm Practice”. Just because
a practice has been commonly done on a farm does not
mean it is “normal”. Under the act, a normal practice is one
conducted by a farmer in a manner that is consistent with
Beneficial Management Practices and uses:
‘proper and accepted customs and standards as
established and followed by similar agricultural
operations under similar circumstances, in the province
or in the same agricultural sector including practices
making use of innovative technology in a manner
consistent with proper advanced farm management
practices in appropriate circumstances’
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Preventing,

managing

and

resolving
conflict
can
be
challenging. Complaints may be
well founded due to poor farm
practices but sometimes the mere
sight of a sprayer in the field or a slow
moving piece of farm machinery
on the road is enough to launch
a complaint. Properly managed
conflict can be productive because
it can encourage people to examine
the issues more closely and open
the door to new ideas or alternative
solutions. Communicating with
misinformed neighbours in a calm,
open and factual way often resolves
the issue. For others, working
through a trained mediator is a very
effective way to deal with perceived
or real problems and arrive at a
mutually agreeable solution.
Dr. Les Halliday is the provincial
staff members responsible for the
Farm Practices Act and can be reached
at (902) 314-0827 or ljhalliday@gov.
pe.ca

Promising
Varieties
Quality seed potatoes

INNOVATOR

SIFRA

FABULA

VIVALDI

HZPC Americas Corp.
T (902) 892-2004 F (902) 892-0321
E hzpc@hzpc.ca I www.hzpc.ca
(R) Senator is a registered trademark of Engage Agro Corporation

Essentially, the FPA is intended
to ensure that farmers can carry
out normal farm practices knowing
that there is legislation to protect
them against nuisance complaints.
It does not mean they will not
receive complaints, but the FPA
provides a mechanism to help
resolve them. In the past, all of
the complaints received have
been resolved through mediation,
but there are also mechanisms in
place to resolve a formal complaint
if mediation fails. This is done
through a hearing where a panel of
the Farm Practices Review Board is
struck to hear arguments from both
the complainant and the farmer.
The decision or order of the panel
is legally binding and may be filled
with the Registrar of the Supreme
Court; therefore, the decision or
order would be of the same force
and effect as if it were a judgment.

Proven Seed Piece
Treatment Technology.

Cost Effective Broad
Spectrum Disease Control.

SENATOR PSPT
Call Engage Agro at 1-866-613-3336 or visit www.engageagro.com
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wireworm Information Day Draws
Huge attendance of Island Growers
by Ryan Barrett, Research & Communications Coordinator, PEI Potato Board
More than 200 farmers and industry partners filled the
room at the Dutch Inn in Cornwall to learn more about
one of the most pressing issues facing the potato industry
in PEI: Wireworm. The Wireworm Research Working
Group organized Wireworm Information Day and received
funding through the PEI ADAPT Council to help off-set
costs associated with hosting the event.
Brian Beaton, Potato Specialist with the PEI Department
of Agriculture & Forestry, welcomed all of those in
attendance and gave an overview of how wireworms are
starting to impact many countries across many agricultural
commodities. Prevalence is increasing in North America
in recent years, with populations exploding in parts
of Western Canada as well as in Prince Edward Island.
Wireworm is estimated to cost Island farmers in excess of
$7 million per year, based on the cost of insecticides, loss
of damaged crops, and crop insurance write-offs.
How Much Are Wireworms Spreading?
Next, Shauna Mellish, AgriEnvironmental Specialist with the
PEI Department of Agriculture &
Forestry, showed how wireworm
pressure has grown in PEI in the last
few years. Results of click beetle
surveys in 2009 and 2012 showed
a huge increase in populations in
just three years, with the largest
increases being in Queens County
and eastern Prince County. The
total number of click beetles per
trap increased from 72 in 2009
to 401 in 2012 in Queens County,
a 557% increase. Prince County
saw a 625% increase but with
lower overall numbers, while Kings
County experienced little increase
in click beetle numbers.
16
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Shauna also presented results of a survey of PEI farmers
completed in late 2013 and early 2014 to determine the
level of wireworm damage experienced on farms across
the province. 55% of respondents to a brief online
survey indicated that they were experiencing wireworm
damage, and 75% of these farmers indicated that damage
had worsened in 2013 compared to previous years. While
potato growers constituted the majority of respondents,
there were also responses by growers of a variety of
horticultural, cereal, and oilseed crops. A map of the
impacted communities was also shared, along with how
long those communities have been seeing damage.
Wireworm Biology and Life Cycle
Understanding the biology and life cycle of wireworms/
click beetles is key to learning how to control them. Dr.
Bob Vernon, wireworm researcher with Agriculture &
Agri-Food Canada in Agassiz, BC, gave a very accessible
overview of the life cycle of click beetles and their larval

A graphic showing areas of wireworm damage, according to a
survey of growers performed in January 2014. Courtesy PEIDAF
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wireworms. Over thirty different species of click beetle
are found in Canada, with Agriotes sputator being the
most prevalent in PEI. A. sputator lives for four years as a
wireworm in the soil before emerging to become a click
beetle, compared to other click beetle species which may
only live for one or two years in larval form.
Dr. Vernon explained that for a number of years,
residual organochlorines such as Lindane served to keep
neonate wireworm numbers to a minimum. However, as
the residual Lindane wore off in soils and has not been
followed by an equally effective chemical replacement
to kill wireworms, numbers have grown rapidly in several
parts of the country. Different species react differently
to various control methods. While seed piece treatment
with Titan has shown to be effective in Western Canada, it
has so far proven to be ineffective in PEI.
Click beetles prefer grassy environments to lay eggs,
which helps to explain why they tend to be more prevalent
at the edges of fields near hedgerows and fence lines.
Egg laying will be the highest in grain and forage crops,
where soil tillage is minimized and newly laid eggs have a
chance to form into neonate wireworms.
Wireworms generally live at a depth of 6 to 12 inches
in the soil, but can move lower, especially in winter. In
the spring, wireworms move to the surface as they are
attracted by CO2 released by decaying organic matter
and germination. While there currently isn’t an approved

Dr. Bob Vernon, AAFC (left) and Ted Labun, Syngenta (right)
speak at Wireworm Information Day on February 4th, 2014

product that directly kills wireworms, the most effective
strategy currently is to apply Thimet in furrow to create
a force field around the tubers to repel wireworms
from damaging the resultant tubers. If registered soon,
Capture (bifenthrin) will work in a similar fashion but
with the potential for longer-lasting action. Also key in
managing wireworms is making sure that they don’t
have a competing source of CO2 at the time of planting
(which wireworms will migrate to instead of protected
seed pieces) as well as increasing tillage on affected fields
between potato crops.
Western Canadian Experience with Wireworm
Ted Labun, Seed Care Specialist for Western Canada
with Syngenta, related some of his experience in dealing
with wireworm in the Prairie Provinces. In some
parts of Alberta, wireworm levels have grown to
such a level that many cereal and legume crops
won’t establish in the spring. With a move to
conservation tillage, direct seeding, and reduced
summer fallowing of land, wireworm levels have
grown exponentially. Ted went on to discuss
some of the crop protection strategies they are
employing, as well as evaluation tools such as
bait balls that farmers can use to judge whether
or not a field has a heavy load of wireworms prior
to planting. At the moment, seed treatments are
critical to success in battling wireworms; however,
Syngenta and Dr. Vernon are working together
to find new chemistries that will actually bring
wireworm populations down.

The lifecycle of click beetles and wireworms.
Graphic courtesy Dr. Bob Vernon and Top Crop Manager Magazine.
March/April 2014

After lunch, Shauna Mellish gave a brief
overview of the wireworm research that has been
taking place across Canada and in PEI in recent
years. Almost four million dollars have been
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earmarked for wireworm research under the Growing
Forward II cluster project with CHC. Additionally, some
private research programs and provincial programs
have also been funded and are conducting wireworm
research.
Chemical Control Options
Dr. Vernon then presented on his extensive insecticide
control research that he has been performing for almost
fifteen years. A large number of chemical have been
evaluated, with none performing as well as Lindane
did and few performing as well as Thimet, currently the
only registered insecticide for most of Canada. In British
Columbia, a combination of Titan and Pyrinex has shown
to be effective at controlling wireworms, but Pyrinex does
not have an MRL, making it ineligible for use on potatoes
destined for export.
One chemical that has shown to equal or perhaps exceed
Thimet in level of control is Bifenthrin, which is known by
the trade name Capture. While it needs to be combined
with Admire or Titan for Colorado potato beetle control,
it has shown to be effective in trials for several years. It is
hoped that Capture will be approved in time for the 2014
growing season. More research is underway to better
understand if Capture is just repulsing wireworms or if it
is killing them as well, particularly neonates. Dr. Vernon
also discussed Fipronil, a chemical which has shown to
kill wireworms at very low levels of active ingredient.
While Fipronil is registered in the USA, it is not registered

Dr. Christine Norohna,
speaking about her research
into rotation crops to
control wireworm populations.
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in Canada and it seems unlikely that it will be registered
anytime soon.
Dr. Vernon concluded with some thoughts on control
of click beetle populations in “hot spot” areas with high
populations. While more research needs to be conducted
and an insecticide would need to be approved for use, it
may be a legitimate strategy in future years if spraying
was timed to click beetle emergence in the late spring.
Controlling Wireworms with Rotation Crops
Dr. Christine Norohna of AAFC in Charlottetown followed
by relating her experiences researching wireworm here in
PEI. While she has also performed a number of insecticide
trials in cooperation with Dr. Vernon as part of the last
Growing Forward project, she has also been very active
in examining the use of rotation crops such as brown
mustard and buckwheat in controlling wireworm.
Brown mustard contains a chemical called allylglucosinalate that will kill wireworms. Research performed
with double cropping of mustard or buckwheat for two
years showed a significant reduction in wireworm damage
in the following potato year. In her study, mustard and
buckwheat were planted in June, disced into the ground
in late July or early August before going to seed, and then
replanted in August so that it can establish before the cold
weather and serve as a cover crop. Christine emphasized
that both crops would need to be fertilized at the time
of first planting to ensure adequate growth to discourage

A capacity crowd listens intently to speakers at
Wireworm Information Day on February 4th, 2014
at the Dutch Inn in Cornwall, PEI
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weeds and maximize biomass for incorporation.
More trials are planned to look at how mustard
and buckwheat can be most effectively employed,
including examination of the effect of time of planting,
method and timing of incorporation into the soil, and
variety. Buckwheat is also being closely examined to
determine more accurately how it is lowering wireworm
populations.
Dr. Zenaida Ganga, research lead with Cavendish Farms
Research Division, also presented the results of projects
they have been conducting in the last couple of years. A
number of soil amendments were trialed in the past two
seasons, but while there were some promising results,
the costs would be high for commercial production.
Trials looking at mustard and buckwheat in rotation with
potatoes also showed significant damage reduction, and
more research is planned in the near future to establish
Best Management Practices for the use of biofumigant
crops in rotation with potatoes.
The final speaker was Joanne Driscoll of the PEI
Horticultural Association. Joanne has been active in
researching the effect that wireworm has had on a number
of horticultural crops, including carrots, rutabagas, and
cabbage. Not only is wireworm damage severe on the

resulting produce at the end of the season, but several
producers are having establishment issues and do not
have access to Thimet or other chemical controls. Joanne
discussed her research with mustard and buckwheat,
which showed results that varied depending on the
number of years in rotation (one vs. two) and what crop
was being evaluated afterward (carrot, rutabaga, etc.)
At the end of the day, Brian Beaton and others
summarized some of the key messages from the presenters
and took questions from those in attendance. While there
is no “silver bullet” available to Island growers to control
wireworm, research continues, Thimet is still available for
at least two growing seasons (hopefully to be followed
by Capture), and biofumigant rotation crops are proving
to have a negative effect on wireworm populations. The
Wireworm Research Working Group and the PEI Potato
Board will continue to be active in helping to coordinate
wireworm research here in Prince Edward Island.
To view videos of the presentations from the Wireworm
Information Day, log on to YouTube and search for
“Wireworm Information Day.” There is a playlist with 9
videos to view at your convenience.

SERVICES
Wireworm control options
including seed treatments
and cover crops.

s Pioneer Seed Dealer for PEI
s Your source for industry leading Pioneer brand
Corn, Soybean, Canola and Winter Wheat seed.
s State of the art seed treatment system for local
in season custom seed applied insecticides,
fungicides and pre-inoculation.

Contact us today at:
Phone: 902-892-1275

www.phillipsagri.ca
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Monitoring wireworm and
Click Beetle Populations
Factsheets prepared by Shauna Mellish, Agri-Environmental Specialist, PEI Department of Agriculture and Forestry

Using Bait Balls to Scout Your Field for Wireworms
Wireworms have become of increasing concern to
growers across PEI. In the spring, when present in a
field, wireworms are attracted to the CO2 produced
by germinating seeds and decaying organic material.
Scouting your fields prior to planting using bait balls will
help to determine if you have a developing wireworm
problem.
Bait balls can be made ahead of time and frozen, or made
in the field. A cup of cut up carrots can also be used in the
same manner as a bait ball. Install approximately 15 to 20
bait balls per acre at random, however; if you suspect you
have wireworms in your field target areas where damage
has been previously suspected or observed.
Bait balls should be placed four to six inches deep in the
soil beginning when the soil reaches approximately 10oC
and wireworms are becoming active. Be sure to put a pin
flag through the middle of each bait ball to mark their
location in the field.
Check and replace bait balls every 4 to 5 days until
planting. Bait balls can be removed using a shovel or
trowel and pulled apart by hand to look for wireworms. For
most effective use keep the soil clear of any other green
matter within 1 meter of each bait ball. The threshold for
wireworms is 1 to 2 per bait trap.

To make a bait ball you will need:
1 – 1 ½ cups Oats or Flour
2 Tbsp Honey
Water
Pin Flag
Mix together to form a paste and then shape into a ball
approximately the size of a tennis or baseball.

Video Tutorials:
For visual demonstration of how to make a bait ball please
refer to following Syngenta Canada YouTube video (2011):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4iEuyuWDhk
For visual demonstration of how to remove bait balls
from a field please refer to the following Purdue
Extension Entomology YouTube video (2013):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iq8j55of1x8

Finished Bait Ball
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Using Pheromone Traps to Determine the Presence of Click Beetles
Click beetles are the adult stage of wireworms. Typically
click beetles over winter in undisturbed habitats such
as hedge rows or buffer zones, however click beetles
may also be emerging in an agricultural field. When click
beetles begin to emerge in PEI in May, the females begins
to lay eggs. Click beetles prefer to lay eggs in cereal crops
and grassy areas, such as pasture or hay fields. However; if
click beetles emerge within agricultural fields they may lay
eggs on less favorable host crops, such as potatoes.
The male click beetles are attracted to females by a
pheromone the females give off. Synthetic pheromones
can be used to attract and trap males thereby indicating
the presence of click beetles in your field. To monitor for
click beetles in your field, use the following procedure:
1. Select fields that were in cereal crops four
years previous. Wireworms have a 4 to 5 year
life cycle before emerging as adults. As cereal
crops are a preferred host for laying eggs, adults
will begin to emerge from those fields 4 years
following infiltration.

Vernon Beetle Trap installed in an undisturbed area
next to a potato field.

2. In May, place Vernon Beetle Traps both 3
meters into the hedgerow along the edge of
your field and a minimum of 30 meters into
your field. Traps should be level with the ground.
Using this approach will indicate whether click
beetles are emerging from within the field or in
the undisturbed areas surrounding it.
3. Use pheromone lures for Agriotes sputator.
As pheromones are individualized to the species
of click beetle, up to 100% of the click beetles
captured will belong to the baited species. A.
sputator is currently the species of greatest
concern in PEI; however other pheromone lures
can be used in additional traps to identify if other
species of click beetles are also present.

Agriotes sputator pheromone lure in a Vernon Beetle Trap

4. Check traps weekly until early June. In PEI, the
peak of click beetle emergence typically occurs in
late May to early June declining thereafter through
to the end of June
5. Vernon beetle traps and A. sputator lures
can be purchased from Contech Enterprise Inc.
(www.contech-inc.com or 1-800-767-8658) at a
cost of $13.39 per trap and $2.25 per lure (plus
shipping and taxes).
For more information or assistance with installing your
Vernon Beetle Trap please contact Shauna Mellish at (902)
314-0785 or smmellish@gov.pe.ca.
March/April 2014
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New Crop Protectant Chemistry
for the 2014 Growing season
INSECTICIDES
Closer SC - Dow AgroSciences
Potato growers in Canada now have access to CloserTM
SC, a new insecticide with a unique mode of action for the
control of aphids. Aphids transmit viruses and can reduce
marketable yield. Aphid control is particularly critical in
potato seed production where the tolerance for total virus
levels is extremely low. Canada’s regulatory authorities
have approved Closer for the control of several important
species of aphids in potato crops.
The active ingredient in Closer is Sulfoxaflor, the first
insecticidal molecule to be commercialized from a new
class of insecticides called sulfoximines. Effective at low
use rates, Closer is very fast acting and provides extended
residual control. Closer provides excellent systemic and
translaminar activity, ensuring control of hidden pests
in the plant canopy and on the undersides of leaves.
The molecule is effective on insect populations resistant
to other insecticide classes such as neonicotinoids,
organophosphates and pyrethroids and will be a valuable
rotational partner with other chemistries. It is a welcome
addition to Integrated Pest Management programs.
“Seed potato growers have to be absolutely diligent
about controlling aphid populations,” says Jerry
Olechowski, marketing manager with Dow AgroSciences.
“This novel mode of action provides super-fast knockdown
of insect pests. Closer exhibits complex and unique
interactions with important receptors in the insect’s
central nervous system different from those observed
with neonicotinoids. It exhibits no cross-resistance in
insects that are resistant to neonicotinoids, a tremendous
advantage for managing resistant populations.” Closer
can be applied a maximum of twice during the growing
season, and applications should be a minimum of seven
days apart.

Minecto Duo - Syngenta

in-furrow: Minecto™ Duo. Containing thiamethoxam
(Group 4) and cyantraniliprole (Group 28 insecticide), the
insecticide protects emerging plants and keeps working
thanks to two systemic active ingredients that work
together to provide extended control of Colorado potato
beetles and later emerging pests. In addition, it delivers
a brand new active ingredient to help defend against
Colorado potato beetle resistance. MRLs have not yet
been established for countries outside of North America.

FUNGICIDES
Luna Tranquility - Bayer CropScience
Early blight and brown leaf spot have recently become
less sensitive to existing Group 11 and other Group 7
fungicides in North America, leaving potato growers with
fewer effective options. Luna Tranquility™, a fungicide
already trusted by apple and grape growers, now offers
potato growers an effective alternative to control these
diseases as part of a responsible resistance management
program.
Unlike any other previous fungicides, Luna Tranquility
is a distinctive co-formulation that includes a new
and unique Group 7 (fluopyram) and proven Group 9
(pyrimethanil) modes of action, which provided superior
control of early blight, brown leaf spot and white mold
in field trials. The fungicide also demonstrated effective
protection against black dot. It has recently received
registration as a foliar fungicide for potatoes and can be
applied by either ground or air.
Agronomist Lindsay Fletcher of Crop Protection
Services, who participated in the field trials, found Luna
Tranquility to be great at combating yield reducing
diseases, adding that it was “nice to have a chemistry that
controls both parts of alternaria spp.” Fletcher also noted
that the unique chemistry behind Luna Tranquility could
offer growers an effective resistance management tool.

Syngenta is pleased to provide a new solution for
growers who prefer to apply their early-season insecticide
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Serenade SOIL - Bayer CropScience
Serenade SOIL, another new potato product from Bayer
CropScience, is a biological fungicide that will be available
in 2014 that protects against soil diseases like rhizoctonia
and pythium in many crops, including potatoes, as an infurrow application. It is unique in its field, as it is exempt
from tolerances and builds a disease protection zone
around the seed and roots. Serenade SOIL has a unique
mode of action (Group 44), making it a great resistance
management tool and comes as a liquid formulation.

Cruiser Maxx Potato Extreme - Syngenta
Syngenta Canada Inc. is pleased to announce that Cruiser
Maxx® Potato Extreme seed treatment has been registered
for use on potato crops in Canada. The enhanced, all-inone, liquid pre-mix delivers a concentrated formulation
that is simple and convenient to use and provides reliable
protection from seed-borne diseases and early-season
insects.
“With the launch of Cruiser Maxx Potato Extreme,
Syngenta continues its commitment to bringing highquality seed care options to growers,” said Nathan Klages,
Product Lead, Seedcare for Syngenta Canada. “This new

liquid pre-mix formulation provides growers with the
ability to target both disease and insect pests with one
product and the new concentrated formulation facilitates
ease of mixing and measuring with fewer jugs to handle,”
Klages said.
Cruiser Maxx Potato Extreme contains three active
ingredients for comprehensive control. Group 4 insecticide,
thiamethoxam, works systemically to provide broadspectrum performance. In the plant, it is translocated via
the plant’s water-conducting system where it remains
active for up to 100 days. Cruiser Maxx Potato Extreme
also provides two powerful modes of action against
disease – an important feature now that some strains of
seed-borne Fusarium are resistant to thiophanate-methyl
and fludioxonil. The combination of Group 3 fungicide,
difenoconazole, and Group 12 fungicide, fludioxonil, offer
a broad spectrum of control, including protection from
silver scurf, Rhizoctonia control, and a second mode of
action against resistant Fusarium.

HERBICIDES
Outlook - BASF / Engage Agro
BASF Canada Inc. (BASF) has received regulatory
approval for Outlook, a new herbicide that will help
potato growers address two significant challenges to
their production.
As the amount and timing of rainfall becomes more
variable, Outlook will provide consistent control of
nightshade, pigweed and annual grasses, even under drier
conditions. As a Group 15 herbicide, Outlook also controls
both triazine and Group 2 resistant biotypes whose
populations continue to increase across the country.
“Based on our extensive field-scale Canadian research
program and several years of commercial use in the
U.S., we see Outlook as an excellent new tool that will
help growers address both inconsistent rainfall and the
growing problem of herbicide resistance,” says Bruce
Irons, Technical Specialist for Horticultural Products with
BASF Canada.
Outlook contains the active ingredient Dimethenamid-P
which inhibits weed root and shoot growth, controlling
susceptible weeds before they emerge from the soil.
Outlook is applied after potatoes are planted but before
they emerge from the soil.
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Processing Committee Update
by Scott Howatt, Processing Coordinator, PEI Potato Board
French fry contract negotiations are ongoing and at
various stages across North America at magazine print
time, so I thought for a change I would offer the Potato
News readership an opinion piece from my desk.
As most growers and industry watchers know, preseason contract agreements in the Pacific Northwest have
resulted in reductions of raw potato pricing, ranging from
2.5% in Idaho to 4.0% in Washington. The Potato Growers
of Washington indicated that in addition to the price
reduction, they achieved important contract language
improvements (reducing the level of grower risk in their
foreign material clauses), while the Southern Idaho Potato
Cooperative (SIPCO) is publicly stating that with their price
reductions, Idaho contract growers are “…going to go
backwards…back to where we’re selling those potatoes
for less than we were in 2012!” If history repeats itself, this
trend of price reductions will carry across North America
and every grower group in the Midwest & the Atlantic
Northeast will be asked by their French fry processor to at
least match this raw potato price degradation.
Given the relatively high costs of growing quality
processing potatoes and the inherent risks associated
with potato production, a person may ask how price
reductions can be justified by the processors. The answer
lies within the dynamics of supply and demand. Potatoes,
even though they are a perishable vegetable, are treated
as a commodity by the buying sector of our
industry. If there is an oversupply of raw
potatoes or a softening demand for those
potatoes, or heaven forbid, both, then there is
downward pricing pressure always!!

and other offshore markets. These export markets, posting
annual growth rates over 10%, masked the declining
consumption of frozen potatoes in the USA, which over
the past six years has amounted to sales volumes dropping
1% per year.
The supply and demand problem developed when the
export market growth rate dropped below 5% last year.
Meanwhile, the new Lamb Weston, Boardman, Oregon
plant, the new JR Simplot mega-plant in Caldwell, Idaho
and the refurbished McCain Foods plant in Othello,
Washington were all tremendously expensive capital
projects undertaken based on strong export growth. All
of a sudden, the increased plant capacities of the Pacific
Northwest were providing excess production capacity for
these companies. In the past, whenever there is excess
French fry plant capacity in North America and the market
place demand (either domestic or export) softens, the
corporations who made the decisions of increasing said
capacity turn to the growers who supply raw to help their
companies address these challenges.
The Companies misread the market place. They all
claim to have extra inventory of frozen potatoes that
must be sold and too many raw potatoes under contract.
They advise their growers they have made the necessary
decisions to lower their finished prices (see above supply
/ demand dynamics) and then they come to the growers

Now, in the 2013-14 season, the actual
oversupply is on the finished side of the
business. The processors of North America,
led by Lamb Weston (a division of the massive
corporation Con-Agra) have all increased their
processing capacity in their North American
factory systems over the last four to five years.
This has principally been in response to the
double digit growth rate, year over year, of
frozen potato consumption in the Asian-Pacific
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and demand raw pricing reductions. Unfortunately,
none of us at the raw potato production level should be
surprised by this chain of events. Other factors which
are contributing to these events are lower commodity
prices for corn, wheat and soybean; alternative crops
which for the last number of years had provided North
American farmers very profitable alternatives to planting
potatoes; a rapidly expanding European French fry
industry, principally in Belgium (additionally fuelled
by production and export subsidies), which is moving
into the same export markets that American processors
have had the majority of the business; and a very savvy
domestic marketplace which is aware of all these factors
and demanding price reductions.
All the people involved with the selling and buying of
frozen potato products in North America and beyond
have aggressive sales numbers to achieve. Most often
their bosses expect improvements, new customers, more
volume and higher sales amounts every year and, in most
cases, their performance is rewarded accordingly. The
buyers in the finished marketplace are very far removed

from the family farm operation that is dealing with the
increasing costs of production, the challenges of new
pests like wireworm, the difficulties of growing potatoes
in the ‘new normal’ of climate change, and the demands
of food safety and sustainability from their customers.
As a compassionate witness to potato growers’
commitment to their customers’ needs and demands, I
wish I could tell you that these dynamics may change or
improve someday to recognize the efforts and risk involved
in potato production, but if I did, I would be leading you
astray. As long as corporate America is entrenched in the
buying, processing and selling of potatoes for people to
eat as French fries or other frozen potato products, the
principles of supply and demand will rule. Given this
fact, my only advice to processing growers across North
America is pay attention to your marketplace and do not
grow any potatoes that may be considered excess by the
finished buyers. In the end, growers control the supply;
take control of your world as best you can, no one else is
going to do it for you.

FIXED CONTRACT PRICE
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testing Canadian-Bred Varieties in Different Climate
Zones in the United states that Mimic Global Climate Zones
by Ellen Larsen-Kouwenberg
In 2008, a Benchmarking Study was commissioned by
the Canadian Potato Council, Seed Potato Sub-Committee
to determine the state of competitiveness of Canadian
potatoes in the global market place. The study was
conducted by visiting and interviewing various parties in
five key markets for Canadian potatoes. Once complete,
the study, conducted by Gardiner Pinfold, recognized
four main weakness in the Canadian Potato Industry as
it relates to the International marketplace. Two of these
weaknesses were:
• Canada has not sufficiently marketed existing potato
varieties that meet preferred characteristics in their
target countries.

Kern County, California:
Mediterranean climate
similar to Lebanon, Algeria, Western Turkey and
Greece.
Plymouth, North Carolina: Short, tough season,
selection stress testing, no irrigation. Eastern Europe.
Springlake, Texas: Semi-Arid Climate, similar to India,
zones of South America and Sub-Saharan Africa.
Hastings, Florida: Subtropical climate, similar to
Philippines, Central America, vast regions of Asia.

• Canada is perceived as not having developed new
varieties for testing in target countries at the same rate
as its competitors.

In addition to representing climates from other potential
target markets, the US is the number one market for
Canadian seed potatoes. Trialing new Canadian selections
in the climate zones of the US would provide valuable
information for this “export” market as well.

Six recommendations were made by the Gardiner
Pinfold group. The two which related to weaknesses in the
area of variety developments and variety trials included:

These trials would be the first step in a process which
would address the recommendations of the Gardiner
Pinfold study as well as:

• Continued support for public and private breeders in
Canada to develop new protected varieties that better
meet the needs of target countries.

• Remove the problem of logistical challenges that
are faced when doing trials in countries outside of
North America.

• More in-country variety trials and taking additional
steps to commercialize existing Canadian potato
varieties that better meet the needs of target countries.

• Build data that the breeder could use for registration
and variety protection purposes.

The PEI and NB potato industries began in-country
trials from 2010-2012 during the first phase of an export
development project agreement known as Potatoes
Canada. While this met with some success, there have
been many challenges to conducting preliminary trials in
target countries; phytosanitary barriers, political unrest,
shipping obstacles, and financial risk to name a few.
Four potato producing regions in the southern US were
identified for their similarities of global climate zones.
These are similar to the climates of existing and target
markets of the Canadian potato industry. Trialing in these
representative climate zones is considered to be a less
risky, yet informative alternative. The regions were :
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• Determine the suitability of the varieties tested for
production under those climatic conditions.
• Build a database of production information that
can be used in promoting varieties in suited target
markets.
• Create a venue by which Canadian breeders (public
and private) can work together on determining the
suitability of their varieties for production in export
markets.
• Help the public and private potato breeding
community in Canada to build a stable of Canadian
bred varieties that Canadian growers could produce
to compete as a Canadian brand in the global
marketplace.
March/April 2014

In the fall of 2012, the PEI Board and Potatoes NB
approached the PEI ADAPT Council and the NB CAAP
Council with an application to conduct a preliminary study
doing climate trials in the US. Funding was approved.
Four USA trial cooperators were identified in 2012 and
promising selections solicited from private Canadian
breeders and variety agents for inclusion in the project.
Although there was considerable interest from Canadian
potato breeders, due to late notice and phytosanitary
restrictions, only seven selections from three breeders
were included for the 2013 season. In addition, A PEI trial

site was arranged at the AAFC Charlottetown Crops &
Livestock Research Centre. This provided local growers,
exporters and breeders an opportunity to evaluate how
these varieties grow under local conditions and assess
their potential for seed, fresh market use and production
for export.
The following selections were submitted for trialing in
the USA trials. (The material from CRLB was submitted as
greenhouse minitubers and when viewing the results this
should be taken this into consideration.)

Variety Name / ID#

Skin Colour

Maturity

Chief Markets

Breeding Program

AR2012-02
AR2012-09
AR2012-12
Roselys
Altitude
Peribonka
STP 00-10 (Bristol Pride)

White
Red
Yellow
Pink
White
Netted
White

Mid-Season
Early
Mid-Season
Mid-Season
Mid-Season
Early-Mid-Season
Mid-Season

Chip
Creamer
Fresh/Table
Fresh/Fr. Fry
Fresh/Table
French Fry
Fr. Fry/Chip

AAFC
AAFC
AAFC
CRLB*
CRLB
CRLB
McCain Produce

*CRLB - Centre de recherche les buissons.

Trial Results
The different varieties had quite
variable yield and quality results in
the different locations. The growing
conditions provided good information
on how the varieties handled different
kinds of environmental stress and
how widely adapted the variety is. For
example, the growing site in Florida
experienced two freezing events
during the growing season, which
necessitated mechanical covering with
soil for freeze protection. This resulted
in widely variable plant stands after
the rows were uncovered again.
This information can aid a breeder
in his decision on whether or not to
continue with development of a new
line. The examples on the following
page show the wide variability in
results by growing location:

March/April 2014
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AR2012-02 (F07027): AAFC Selection Origin: (ND2008-2 x CS7232-4)
Round selection with smooth white skin, cream flesh, excellent chip colour.
Resistance to scab, PVX and golden nematode Ro1.
Plant vigour moderate to strong; mid season maturity, earlier than Atlantic.
Medium set; high yields; good chip scores at AAFC trials here in Canada.
Climate Trials 2013: Florida, Texas, California, North Carolina, PEI (Harrington)

Florida (111 days)

North Carolina (54 days)

STP-00-10 (Bristol Pride)

Bred by McCain Produce

California (103 days)

Texas (120 days)

Origin: (Millennium Russet x unknown)

Bristol Pride is primarily a French Fry variety with excellent fry color.
It is a mid-late season variety, capable of making high quality potato chips.
Utilization: excellent for frying and chipping, good for baking and boiling.
Has a high resistance to black spot and shatter bruise. Good resistance to PVY and common scab.
Climate Trials 2013: Florida, Texas, California, North Carolina

Florida (111 days)

Altitude:

North Carolina (54 days)

California (103 days)

Bred by Centre de recherche Les Buissons

Texas (120 days)

Origin : (LP8314 x LP84133)

High yielding variety; large tubers of attractive appearance; early tuber set.
Good resistance to hollow heart and net necrosis; very resistant to brown centre.
Some sensibility to the herbicide metribuzin. Long dormancy period; good storability. Medium specific gravity.
Utilization: very weak boiling sloughing and very weak discolouration after cooking; good for baking, very good for
boiling at harvest and excellent after a few months in storage; very good for french fries.
Chief Markets: fresh market and processing for French fries.
Climate Trials 2013: Florida, California, North Carolina

Florida (111 days)
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North Carolina (54 days)

California (103 days)
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A Successful First Year
Project participants considered this to be a successful
first year for this project. We had an opportunity to learn
the process of gathering all the samples together, ensure
phytosanitary conditions were met and shipping during
cold weather to all the trial locations. The breeders who
took part also seemed to value the learning that took
place.
“Yes, we welcomed the opportunity to have
selections evaluated under environments in the
US that approximate those of several global seed
export regions. As breeders, we are always interested
in conducting multi-location trials to gauge the
adaptability of promising selections to diverse
growing conditions. These sites also provide useful
performance predictors for commercial production
grown from Canadian seed sources. As more trials
are conducted in the coming years, we may learn
from the data to better select clones that do well in
specific sites.”
- Benoit Bizimungu, AAFC Potato Breeder
“There was value in participating in the multiclimate trials and we would consider expanding the
number of trial entries to indicate the potential for
international variety performance. Conducting trials
in international locations is a very involved process.
This project offered an efficient solution to gain first
impressions on variety performance in multiple
environments.”
- Gary Hawkins, McCain Produce
Canada lags behind many competitors in the global
marketplace as far as providing seed potatoes to target
markets that are unique, and Canadian bred. This was
the first year of what should be a long term effort to test

and promote Canadian seed potatoes. The PEI Potato
Board has been successful in obtaining Growing Forward
II funding through the PEI Agricultural Research Fund to
continue with this effort for another three years.
For the successful initiation of this first year we
would like to acknowledge funding and support from:
Canadian potato breeders, PEI Potato Board, Potatoes
New Brunswick, the PEI ADAPT Council, the NB Canadian
Agricultural Adaptation Program and Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada as well as assistance of the University
collaborators, county extension agents, and research farm
personnel.

Project Funding Contributors:
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a successful First Year of trials
for Farming 4R Island
by Ryan Barrett, Research & Communications Coordinator, PEI Potato Board
Since the PEI Potato Board and other partners signed the
4R Nutrient Stewardship Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) in November 2012, work has been underway to
improve fertilizer use in Prince Edward Island. Through
improvements in nutrient application from the Right
Source, at the Right Rate, at the Right Time, and in the
Right Place, growers can achieve greater economic and
environmental sustainability.
Part of the financial support for the Farming 4R Island
program coming from the Canadian Fertilizer Institute
was used in 2013 to conduct field trials at five sites across
the Island, stretching from West Cape to Lower Montague.
Steve Watts, P.Ag. was brought on board to set up and
manage these trials, which contrasted a grower’s normal
fertilization program with a modified program. Two trials
grew the Russet Burbank variety, two grew Shepody, and
the fifth grew Ranger Russet. Elements of this modified
program included:
•

Split application of Nitrogen (N) into two or three
applications, including a pre-plant broadcast
application.
Different N sources were used,
including urea, ammonium nitrate, and calcium
ammonium nitrate.

•

Lower Phosphorous (P) application, as all five test
sites showed high to very high levels of P in soil
tests.

•

Split application of Potassium (K), including removal
of Chlorine (Cl) from the planter blend, as Cl has
been associated with lower specific gravity scores.

•

Addition of Calcium and Magnesium, as well as
Zinc and Boron where soil testing indicated a
deficiency.

experienced equipment malfunctions during fertilizer
application that produced “streaking” in the field and
therefore affected results. This does serve as a cautionary
example to ensure that new equipment used when
changing fertilizer programs should be thoroughly tested,
as it equals dollars lost at the end of the growing season.
In the other four field trials, the modified program
produced favourable results in each case. All four trials
showed an increase in net crop value, from a low of +$209/
acre to a high of +$386/acre. Three of these four trials saw
statistically significant increases in total yield at the 90%

Comparing the foliage grown under the modified
fertilizer program (left) and the grower’s standard program
(right), there isn’t much discernable difference.

All fields were soil sampled before planting, mid-season,
and after harvest to assess nutrient levels.
In reviewing results from the five field trials, only one site
did not experience higher yields and higher crop values
from the modified fertilizer program. However, this site
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Broadcast fertilizer application
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confidence level.
As well, these modified fertilizer programs all showed increases in specific
gravity in comparison to the conventional fertilizer program. Three of these
trials saw specific gravity improve by 0.004 or more, which is worth a significant
amount in bonuses in processing contracts.
The incremental cost of the modified fertilizer program did increase in three of
the four successful trials, but these costs (up to a maximum of $54/acre) were
more than offset by increased pay yields.
The percentage of applied nutrients that were utilized by the potato plants
was also higher in the modified program. This means that fewer nutrients were
left in the ground after harvest, thereby reducing the potential for nutrient
leaching. It was noted that potato plants are comparatively inefficient at
utilizing nutrients when compared to other crops, so more work will need to
be done to find fertilizer programs that are better suited to potato growth and
development.
These preliminary results, while not definitive, are encouraging for potato
growers and indicate that more research is needed under PEI growing
conditions. Similar and improved trials are planned for this growing season
across Prince Edward Island.
Other partners in the Farming 4R Island Nutrient Stewardship program include
the Government of Prince Edward Island, the PEI Federation of Agriculture,
the Canadian Fertilizer Institute, and the Kensington North Watersheds
Association.

L
A & L CANADA
LABORATORIES INC

Erica MacDonald Manager
902 969 5358
Ashton Perry Western PEI
902 214 0678
Brennan Gaudet Eastern PEI
902 969 3580
Emmerson McMillan
A&L Marketing Manager
902 856 1110

Your business
decisions require the
most accurate information.

Ag World
provides it.
www.AgInspections.com

Ag World provides independent
agricultural inspections for potato
growers and processors.
Ag World Support Systems
Contact Warren Henninger
whenninger@AgInspections.com
(509)760-2662

Services

(Formerly MSSG) and
A&L Canada Laboratories Inc.

Perimeter Mapping
Site Specific Soil Sampling
Bulk Soil Sampling
Variable Rate Prescriptions
Nutrient Management
Crop Yield Analysis
Data Management
Planting Assessments
Crop Scouting
Harvest Testing
Research
On Farm Trials

Paradigm Precision is a supplier
of precision agricultural services.
Through geographic information
systems we provide services such
as field perimeter mapping, soil
sampling, crop yield data analysis,
nutrient management planning
and variable rate prescriptions.

www.alcanada.com
www.paradigmprecision.ca
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Island Farmers Recognized with
soil Conservation awards
The PEI Soil and Crop Improvement Association
recognized two farmers for their soil conservation and
sustainable agriculture efforts at a recent event held
in Summerside, February 19th, 2014. Kouwenberg
Farm Inc of Millview was the recipient of the 2014,
Soil Conservationist of the Year Award in the Livestock
Category; and David and Brett Francis of Lady Fane were
the recipients of the 2014, Soil Conservationist of the Year
Award in the Cash Crop Category.
David and Brett Francis of Lady Fane operate a successful
potato and beef operation. “It was very evident from this
submission that the Francis’ have thoroughly examined
their farming practices, and made appropriate changes as
a result” says John Hooper, President of PEI Soil and Crop.
David Francis has been farming for 36-years, and his son
Brett has recently joined the operation. David and wife
Vicki, have five children. Their farm operation currently
consists of a 60 cow/calf beef operation and 420 acres
of chip stock and seed potatoes, plus grain and hay
rotational crops for a 3 to 4 year rotation. The four year
rotation would have two consecutive hay years.
Certainly the pride of their farm is their Charolais
breeding stock. Most of the heifers and bulls are sold as
breeding stock across the Maritimes, with the balance
sold as feeders. Manure is the main reason
they kept the cattle over the time of very
depressed prices; David has seen a real
benefit in his potato crop, especially in
drought years.

The cattle are on a straw pack in a barn with a concrete
floor. David composts his manure for 1 to 2 years, at least,
before spreading it, and he often hires a dozer to turn it.
He applies manure to 150 acres of land each year.
David and Brett have been steadily improving their soil
conservation measures year-over-year for many years
now. For tillage they strongly believe in the benefits of a
roll over plow; and they have some of their sod in the fall
custom Jober Rotobeche tilled, leaving 20 to 30 % crop
residue on the surface for the winter before potatoes.
They have worked closely with Gwen Corrigan Vessey
of the PEI Department of Agriculture and Forestry on
every property, and have accomplished many significant
improvements on a topography that is quite complex.
On 600 acres of crop land, this includes constructing
3,200 feet of farmable berms, 23,000 feet of grass
waterways, and 12,500 feet of diversion terraces. Some
properties are also strip cropped. David and Brett have
retired 14 ha of high slope land.
Over the years they also have been bale busting hay
and straw after potato harvest, or spinning mixed grain
on other fields before harvest for winter cover. Last year
they applied about 200 bales on 70 acres of potato land;

Because of agronomic reasons, David
does not like to leave straw on the fields,
so the cattle provides a use of this product
too.
All pastured livestock are fenced from
two streams on the farm. A poly pipe
waterline was drilled under the road to
supply most of his pastured cattle water.
In total 8,600 feet of fencing has been
installed along the rivers and streams.
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Hon George Webster (left), Minister of Agriculture and Forestry, presents the PEISCIA Conservation Award
to David Francis and Brett Francis of Lady Fane, along with John Hooper, President of PEISCIA (right)
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and spun mixed grain on another 80 acres.
With his smart phone, Brett follows weather patterns
very closely during the growing season, with hopes of
avoiding a rain storm in managing their potato, cereal and
forage crops. The Francis’ use professional crop scouting
for effective integrated pest management. They calibrate
their sprayer every season, and manage the fertilizer
requirements for optimum usage.
The farmstead also has modern, environmentally sound,
pesticide and fuel storages. They have maintained and
improved hedgerows on their farm, and have only done
selective cutting of their 100-acre wood lot.
David spoke to the PEISCIA conference a few years ago
about his involvement in the ALUS program. He has hosted
tours at his farm; and when he can in casual situations,
speaks to his peers about his experience of what works
and what does not work for sustainable agriculture.
David had spent 16-years with the Department of
Agriculture in roles of Farm Management Rep, Ag Rep
and Potato Disease Control Officer before returning to the
farm full-time. David is a member of the PEI Federation
of Agriculture, Director of the Maritime Bull Testing
Station, Seed Rep for the Summerside District of the PEI
Potato Board, long term director for the Moncton Farm
Machinery Show, and director for the Maritime Charolais
Association.

acres of grass silage. The heifers are on 60 to 80 acres of
pasture.
Over a period of six years, the crops in rotation are 2 to
3 years of corn, and 3 to 4 years of grass forage. All of
their manure is applied in the spring on the corn land.
The solid manure is applied in the fall and worked in with
a minimum tillage implement. Because there is not much
feed value on the lower stalk of corn, they cut their silage
high, thereby leaving more stalks and residue to protect
the soil over winter. The solid and liquid manures are
worked in within 24-hours after application to maximize
nutrients and minimize odours.
“A successful agri-business, Kouwenberg Farm Inc
balances a strong work ethic with a dedication to family
and sustainable agriculture” says John Hooper, President
PEISCIA.

Trimble® AgGPS® Autopilot™
Automated guidance with one inch
repeatability from planting to harvest.

John Hooper adds that “as a very successful small farm
operation, they are dedicated to growing economic
opportunities in rural PEI in a sustainable fashion. They
have served their community well, formally through
public service and informally through local initiatives”.
Kouwenberg Farm Inc is the successful dairy operation
of three brothers: Hans, Kees, and Theo Kouwenberg, and
their families. “It has been a result of much hard work
and dedication over the past 26 years”, says John Hooper,
President of PEISCIA.
The Kouwenbergs were raised on a farm in the
Netherlands with 40 dairy cattle. The three brothers
moved to Prince Edward Island and began farming here
in 1987. In 1991 the brothers then bought the Millview
farm.
The Kouwenbergs’ operate a 240-milk herd. The milk
cows are in a free-stall barn with a 10-month storage
concrete pit for manure. The Kouwnbergs produces most
of their own feed from160 acres of silage corn and 300
March/April 2014

Cellular or Radio RTK networks available in
PEI, NB and NS.
Steer your planter and hiller with any of
these systems: Steerable Axles, Orthman
Coulters, Sunco AcuraTrak, Side Shift and
3 pt hitch Navigators.
For more information please contact:

Will MacNeill (902) 856-2638
Atlantic Precision Agri Services Inc.
(902) 859-3126

www.atlanticprecision.ca
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setting the Record
straight on the
Nutritional Power
of Potatoes
by Kendra Mills, Marketing Director, PEI Potato Board
Potatoes have an image problem. The previously
highly-regarded staple that was once considered a
necessary component of our meals has become vilified
in popular media. We can attribute this to fad-diets with
large marketing budgets (i.e. Atkins and South Beach),
misinformation in the media, and even celebrity medical
professionals like Dr. Oz have all jumped on this “unhealthy
potatoes” bandwagon. The snowball effect has definitely
had an impact, not only on consumption of potatoes, but
our industry’s image. In an age where perception is reality,
this is a big issue. Therefore, tackling these unjustified
negative perceptions is on the radar for many different
groups lately.
For example, the USPB, which has always touted the
health benefits of potatoes, are now ramping up their
efforts even more in recent months. They have teamed up
with a very popular nutrition food blogger called Hungry
Girl, who has 1.2 million followers and will be talking
about health and nutrition of potatoes. One of the front
messages on the USPB web site www.potatogoodness.
com states quite confidently:
“How can you not love potatoes? Potassium, vitamin
C, fiber, and just 110 calories in a 5.3-oz. skin-on spud.
With many unique colorful types to choose from and
so many ways to prepare them, potatoes ROCK!”
- Hungry Girl Lisa Lillien.
The USPB will continue to have a variety of consumer,
retail and foodservice efforts that will speak to this.
The Alliance for Potatoes Research and Education (APRE)
is also stepping up efforts to improve the image of a much
maligned potato product - French fries. APRE are spreading
the message that potatoes and potato products are part
of a healthy and balanced diet through collaboration with
friendly research and health professionals to ensure that
our message is credible and sound. By using this network
of professionals as well as a wealth of nutritional data, Dr.
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Maureen Storey and her colleagues at APRE are starting
to see traction in changing the conversation about
potatoes.
We have been using our own social media feeds to
tout the positive nutritional aspects of potatoes. We have
found that quick snippets of nutritional information are
well suited for these mediums. We have updated some
printed materials on the nutritional benefits of potatoes
and we will continue to put more efforts into public
relations. We tap into whatever credible resources we can,
including APRE, the Culinary Institute of PEI, and CPMA,
for example.
People are always surprised to hear that potatoes are
good for you! They are naturally free of fat, gluten, sodium
and cholesterol, have only 110 calories per serving, and
contain more potassium than bananas. Those facts make
great stories, and we have been really pleased by the
media pick-up.
It will take us all working together with the same
message, and not shying away from negative publicity,
to change people’s minds over the long-term and reverse
negative potato consumption trends.
March/April 2014

Disease control
that adds up.

Cabrio Plus
®

Fungicide

Cabrio® Plus combines two active ingredients to control Early and
Late blight. In over 100 Canadian side-by-side grower trials over
5 years, pyraclostobin, one ingredient in Cabrio Plus, increased yield
by an average of 32 cwt/acre (3.6 tonne/ha).
For more information on Cabrio Plus fungicide, call AgSolutions® by BASF at
1-877-371-BASF (2273) or visit www.agsolutions.ca
Always read and follow label directions.
Technical support provided by

Cabrio is a registered
trade-mark
registered
trade-mark
of BASFNews
Corporation,
March/April
2014 of BASF SE, used with permission by BASF Canada Inc. AgSolutions is aPrince
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tablestock Marketing Updates
Canadian Marketing Update
by Brad Brownsey
Canadian Trade Representative for PEI Potatoes
There’s every indication that the trade in Ontario and
Quebec will be increasingly and expressly looking east
to Prince Edward Island for their fresh potato needs this
spring!
Through mid-January, Central Canada’s large 2013
potato harvest has hampered PEI potato retail listings,
in-store displays and advertising support compared
to this time a year ago. However, the Board’s “Powered
by PEI Potatoes! / Heather Moyse” coop campaign in
January and February that coincided with the Olympics
has helped to increase the number of PEI potato listings,
some with expanded displays coupled with increased
advertising support, most particularly in Ontario. In fact,
more Ontario retailers participated in the Board’s January
/ February campaign this year vs. a year ago. Taking into
account reports from some Ontario handlers of weakening
Ontario storage quality, this is a further indication that
Ontario handlers already are or soon will be looking to PEI
for their spring fresh potato needs.
Spring listings, sales and promotional opportunities in
Quebec appear equally intensified in recent weeks, with
a number of retailers indicating that Prince Edward Island
Potatoes will play a much more important role and receive
more prominent in-store placements as spring deepens.
In Western Canada, some new retail participants are
providing PEI potatoes with new banner platforms, new
product listings and strategic ad placements that continue
to grow this more distant Canadian marketplace. One
new western participant just shared that for the next
marketing year, they plan to source PEI potatoes each
week starting just before Christmas through to Easter as a
result of strong introductory PEI Potato sales in the current
marketing season. “Go West” is rather apropos, especially
with this year’s CPMA Convention and Trade Show being
held in Vancouver (April 2-4). It’s an ideal opportunity for
PEI dealers looking west beyond Thunder Bay to meet
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one-on-one with key western retailers and handlers,
and together explore the enormous sales potential that
has largely gone untapped in the west. Consider this:
beyond the growing consumer appetite for PEI Potatoes
that exists in Western Canada, every additional bag of
PEI potatoes that’s successfully sold and marketed in
Western Canada means one less bag that has to compete
in ultra-competitive fresh potato markets like Ontario and
Quebec.
In the foodservice sector, there has also been strong
and increasing demand for PEI potatoes, driven by
PEI’s superior quality. As a result of the Board’s recent
participation in the Canadian Restaurant and Foodservice
Association’s trade show in Toronto , a number of major
foodservice operators expressed to us their strong
interest to contract with PEI growers to grow specific
varieties of trusted PEI potatoes for their needs. Looking
forward, expanded contract growing for the foodservice
sector’s fresh potato needs could take some pressure
off traditional fresh market sales through retailers. For
dealers wishing to pursue these potential opportunities,
it will be vital for dealers to be part of the conversation
when major foodservice distributors (i.e., Sysco, Colabor/
Summit, Flanagan, GFS, etc.) meet with and negotiate
annual contracts with their key accounts.
It has been expressed by a number of Island dealers in
recent weeks that as an industry, we must manage the
balance of our crop in order to maximize our potential
farm gate value and stretch our supply to fulfill our
customers’ spring requirements through June. With an
increasing body of retailers and foodservice operators
openly stating that with superior spring storage quality,
PEI has or is about to become their preferred source for
fresh potatoes, coupled with the Island’s reduced holdings
compared to a year ago, the pumps are primed for dealers
and growers to ask more for their product and ultimately
take more dollars to the bank this spring!
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American Marketing Update
by Peter Goulet
USA Trade Representative for PEI Potatoes
Demand and movement for Prince Edward Island
Potatoes remains very strong as we head in to the home
stretch of the marketing season. Exports in to the USA
started slowly last fall, but that trend reversed fairly quickly
around the holidays and has not slowed since. Growers
who have potatoes in storage should reap the rewards of
a fairly firm market heading in to April. Demand should
continue and there’s no reason to believe that prices
shouldn’t continue to rise concurrently with that demand.
Foodservice business and demand has been very brisk as
well.
We’re starting to see new crop Florida varieties, mainly
reds, in the New England market. However, many if not
most retail chains who agreed to promote PEI Potatoes
in their ads plan are following through on advertising
PEI potatoes in their weekly circulars for the balance of
the season, as long as supplies are adequate. Our ad
penetration is trending up over last year and we have
commitments all the way through May.
Many retail chains are also aggressively
expanding their display space in the
potato category as the cold weather has
helped sustain potato demand. Quality
continues to be very good. I have not
heard or seen any significant quality
issues with PEI spuds on retailer’s
produce stands the entire season. That
hasn’t been the case with product from
other growing regions.

continue to expand their fresh foods offering, which
includes fresh produce items. The mix of what is being
sold in the category continues to evolve as well. Very
few retailers are carrying large bags of potatoes at this
stage of the season. Much of the display space is being
transitioned to bulk and smaller packs, and “specialty”
varieties such as baby and fingerlings. This is in response
to consumer needs and overall lower consumption of
potatoes. Unique packaging options such as gusseted
bags and clamshells are also starting to gain traction
and popularity as well. These packages make it easier to
differentiate the specialty or “gourmet” offering versus a
traditional lay-down poly or paper bag.
All and all, a very promising year and projected positive
spring and end of season for Prince Edward Island Potatoes
here in the United States. Let’s all hope for a good cleanup of what’s left in storage and a smooth transition in
to the planting season. Now if Mother Nature would
cooperate and flip the switch off for the snow and bitterly
cold weather!

Where consumers shop for and
purchase potatoes continues to change
and evolve. Traditional, conventional
supermarket chains and independent
stores are being attacked by and are
doing their best to fend off alternative
format stores. These obviously include
super centers and club stores, but also
small specialty retailers, limited offering
formats such as Aldi, Bottom Dollar and
Sav-A-Lot to name a few. Dollar stores
March/April 2014
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Debunking agriculture’s
Most Common Myths

by Kelly Daynard,
Farm & Food Care Ontario

It can happen at the grocery store, at church, at a
dinner party or at the airport. If you’re a farmer or work
in the agricultural sector, you’ve all experienced the
moment when you’ve heard someone repeat a common
misconception about agriculture. And, while you know
their statement is wrong, it can be difficult to correct their
firmly entrenched beliefs.

far lower than is naturally occurring in a glass of milk, a
tablespoon of soybean oil or a serving of cabbage.

With farmers now making up less than two per cent of
the Ontario population, you also may be the only farmer
that person has ever met. That makes you both a rare
species and a great source of factual information.

Many Canadian farmers rely on plant biotechnology
for three main reasons: to provide safe, nutritious and
affordable food; to control threats to productivity such
as weeds, insects and disease; and to reduce or eliminate
tillage to control weeds which enriches soil and reduces
erosion.

In 2012, Farm & Food Care Ontario asked 1,200
Canadians about their impressions of food and farming
in a national attitudes study. We found that the public’s
greatest concerns about farming are also areas of some of
the greatest misconceptions that become popular myths.
Here are five popular myths and how you can refute
them:
Corporate/factory farms are taking over agriculture.
About 98 per cent of Canadian farms are still family
owned, operated and handed down from generation to
generation. Many consumers hear the word “corporation”
and think “factory farm,” a term coined by anti-farming
activists. But a farm can be structured like a corporation
for business purposes but still be owned and managed by
family members.
Hormones, genetically modified crops and antibiotics
are bad.
In Canada, the diets of hens, chickens and turkeys do
NOT contain hormones, but grains, proteins, vitamins and
minerals. Hormones are also not used in Canadian dairy
cows.
Hormones occur naturally in all beef. Some beef cattle
farmers will use hormone implants to improve how
efficiently an animal converts the food it eats to muscle. The
level of hormones (or estrogen) in a serving of beef from
cattle treated with growth promotants though remains
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Biotech foods have a remarkable food safety record,
have been grown for more than a decade and consumed,
without incident, by billions of people worldwide. Beef,
bread and wine, produced with the help of yeast, are all
early versions of this science.

In some cases, farmers will use antibiotics (or
antimicrobials) to treat animal diseases, like pneumonia.
Sometimes, they will be used to prevent typical and
recurring diseases, especially during a stressful time in
an animal’s life – like when piglets are weaned from sows
and put together with other piglets in a pen. Otherwise,
a serious health problem can wipe out an entire farm’s
animals or even an entire industry.
Farmers overuse dangerous chemicals/pesticides.
Since 1983, farmers had reduced their use by 52 per
cent, and that number continues to decrease every year.
In Ontario (and in Prince Edward Island), farmers must
take a course and pass an exam in order to become
certified to purchase and use pesticides. Pesticides help
protect farmers’ crops from insect, weed and disease
infestations. It is estimated that 68 per cent of Canada’s
fruit crops and 65 per cent of vegetable crops would be
lost without pesticides – which helps to keep food costs
lower.
In Canada, a pesticide goes through years of testing
and more than 200 separate scientific studies to ensure
it meets a range of health and environmental conditions
before it goes to market.
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Farming is not environmentally friendly.
Farmers live where they work, so they and their families
breathe the same air and drink the water from their own
wells. Thus, it’s in their best interest to protect their land
and enhance it for future generations.
About 70 per cent of Ontario farmers have participated
in the Environmental Farm Plan program which audited
their farms for environmental concerns and have invested
more than $600 million in on-farm environmental
improvements over the last 20 years.
Food prices are too high
Canadians have some of the lowest food prices in the
world. In 1900, a Canadian farmer produced enough food
for only 10 people and Canadians spent 50 cents of every
dollar earned on food. By comparison, today’s farmer
can feed well over 120 people and our food costs have
plummeted to a meager 10.6 cents of every dollar we
earn.
Kelly Daynard is communications manager for Farm &
Food Care Ontario. For more on addressing misconceptions
go to www.farmfoodcare.org.
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Islanders came out in force to Credit Union Place in
Summerside on February 28th to welcome home Heather
Moyse, Olympic Gold Medallist and PEI Potatoes Brand
Ambassador. To help celebrate Heather’s achievement, the
PEI Potato Board gave away ten pound bags of potatoes
to everyone who came out to meet Heather and enjoy
the festivities. Special thanks to the PEI Bag Company for
donating the bags with Heather’s image and recipe and to
McCain Produce for packing the potatoes and delivering
them to Credit Union Place. A total of 25,000 lbs of potatoes
went to attendees and the Salvation Army.
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INDUstRY UPDates
Learn Mop-Top and Leafhopper Management, Plus
Value of Pesticides Through Three New ‘Focus on
Potato’ Webcasts
Pesticides are a critical tool in the management of
insect pests and diseases, and they are the focus of the
latest three Focus on Potato webcasts, which discuss the
value of pesticides, the management of Mop Top Virus,
and the management of the aster leafhopper, a key vector
of Purple Top Disease.
Through his webcast titled “The Value of Pesticides“,
Dr. Jeff Miller, President and CEO of Miller Research, helps
users better understand the value of pesticides and their
importance in the production of a healthy potato crop.
Much information on the Internet focuses on the perceived
risk of pesticides and largely ignores the benefits. Dr. Miller
helps bring balance to users’ viewpoints by providing
a general overview of the regulation and benefits of
pesticides and the value they add to our society.
In “Potato Mop-Top Virus: An Emerging Problem
in Potato Production“, Dr. Jim Crosslin, Research Plant
Pathologist at USDA-ARS provides consultants, growers,
and other practitioners in the potato growing regions of
the US with important information on Potato Mop Top
Virus (PMTV), which has been reported relatively recently
in several areas of Canada and the U.S. and is increasing
in importance in these regions. This webcast illustrates
the various types of symptoms produced by PMTV and
provide some guidelines for management of this soilborne virus.
“Phytoplasmas in Potatoes“ by Dr. Ian MacRae,
Extension Entomologist at the University of Minnesota
helps producers and agricultural professionals in potato
producing areas recognize and manage the phytoplasma
disease Purple Top in potatoes. In this presentation, the
biology of the phytoplasma causing Purple Top and
its insect vector, the aster leafhopper, are discussed as
well as potential management of the disease in potato
production. The disease, its symptoms and impacts
are reviewed and the epidemiology resulting from the
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life history, distribution and movement of the vectorpathogen complex is presented.
These three presentations are open access through May,
2014. View other presentations in the Focus on Potato
resource at www.plantmanagementnetwork.org/fop.
CanadaGAP Announces New Certification Option for
Repackers and Wholesalers
OTTAWA (March 21, 2014) - CanadaGAP, a food safety
certification program for fresh fruits and vegetables, is
pleased to announce the availability of Option D, a new
certification for companies that repack and wholesale
fresh fruits and vegetables.
Option D entails an annual on-site audit by a
CanadaGAP-licensed certification body. The requirements
are based on the Repacking and Wholesale Food Safety
Program developed by the Canadian Produce Marketing
Association (CPMA). The program was technically
reviewed and deemed sound by federal and provincial
governments.
Requirements for repacking and wholesale have been
incorporated into the 2014 CanadaGAP manuals (Version
6.2). Users apply the requirements only from the sections
of the manual that are relevant to them.
To be certified under Option D, repacking and wholesale
operations must develop and maintain a site-specific
HACCP Plan. A generic HACCP model is available from
CanadaGAP as is guidance on creating a HACCP Plan. Visit
the webpage at http://www.canadagap.ca/becomingcertified/certification-options/certification-option-d/ for
more information.
CanadaGAP-approved certification bodies will begin
offering Option D audits effective April 1, 2014. To enrol in
Option D, download the CanadaGAP program enrolment
form at: www.canadagap.ca.
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Farm groups hail field-levelling trade deal with Korea
Negotiations are officially completed and terms finalized on
a free trade agreement between Canada and South Korea, with
a long line of enthusiastic Canadian farm export sectors in their
wake.
A trade pact between the two countries has been in the works
since they agreed to formal talks in 2005, but stalled for months
at a time while other competing ag exporters, including the
U.S. and more recently Australia, finalized deals with Korea.
Canada’s deal, which now goes back to Parliament for
ratification, will not only be good for consumers but “is good
news for farmers, the aerospace industry and the chemicals
sector, to name a few,” Prime Minister Stephen Harper said in a
release Tuesday from Seoul, where he announced the finalized
deal with Korea’s President Park Geun-hye.
South Korea has had some motivation to wrap up talks quickly
with Canada, since it’s been reportedly floating its interest in
joining the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a group of nations
in talks toward an Asia Pacific free trade zone. Joining the TPP
talks would require approval from all existing TPP partners —
including Canada, Australia and the U.S., among others.
When the Canada-Korea agreement is fully implemented,
Korea will remove duties on 98.2 per cent of its tariff lines,
covering “virtually all” of Canada’s imports, the government
said. “Given that the average of Korea’s tariffs are currently
three times higher than Canada’s (13.3 per cent versus 4.3 per
cent), tariff elimination will be particularly advantageous for
Canadian businesses exporting to the Korean market.”

New Grower Section
on PEI Potatoes Website
While the primary focus of the PEI Potato Board
website to date has been to reach out to PEI
potato consumers and buyers, we now have a
special section for growers. A password is not
required to access this part of the site, and you
can find it at:

www.peipotato.org/growers-site
Items you will currently find on the Growers Site
include:
•

Factsheets on making bait balls and using
click beetle traps

•

Back issues of the PEI Potato News

•

Farming 4R Island Nutrient Stewardship
Report on the first year of trials on PEI

More items will be added as this section gets
developed. If you have any suggestions for
additions to this section, please pass them along
to one of the Board staff.

Canada’s agricultural exports to Korea were worth an average
of $708 million from 2010 to 2012, led by wheat, pork and pork
offal, hides, skins and furs, refined and crude canola oil, malt
and prepared foods. Korea’s tariff rates on Canada’s ag exports,
however, averaged 52.7 per cent in 2012, and the agreement is
to eliminate tariffs on 86.8 per cent of those agricultural tariff
lines, the government said.
For Canada’s supply-managed sectors, the government
noted, this free trade deal provides no additional market access
— that is, no quota expansion, and no reduction or elimination
of over-access tariffs — for Korean dairy, poultry or eggs. “This
duty-free access will give Canadian agricultural products,
including beef, pork, canola and grains, preferential access to
the Korean market and will put Canada on a level playing field
with Korea’s current FTA partners,” the government said.
- Reprinted from AgCanada.com network
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Upcoming Events
Please call the Board at (902) 892-6551 for
further information on any of these events.

April 2014
CPMA Annual Trade Show and
Convention
Vancouver, BC

Apr 2-4

Atlantic Farm Women’s
Conference, Moncton, NB

Apr 25-26

May 2014
Crop Insurance Deadline

May 31

June 2014
June 30

Acreage Registration Deadline
Contact PQI at (902) 386-8378

June 30

Seed Potato Inspection Deadline
Contact local CFIA office

Who are you
following
on Twitter?
Each issue, we’ll note a few Twitter accounts that
you could be following to keep on top of
all the latest in potatoes/agriculture!
@FreshAirFarmer
Andrew Campbell, tweeting about trends
in Canadian agriculture and consumer outreach
@PEI_FA
PEI Federation of Agriculture
@AgInfoPEI
Updates from the PEI Department of Agriculture,
including upcoming events & workshops.
@ThisSpudsForYou
National Potato Council in the USA

July 2014
July 13-15

PMANA Summer Meeting
Charlottetown, PEI
www.peipotato.org/PMANA2014

SEED AVAILABILITY LISTINGS
The Potato Board has a section on our newly
redesigned website for growers to list volumes of seed
for sale. Please call, fax, or email your information to
the Potato Board office at:
Tel: (902) 892-6551
Fax: (902) 566-4914
Email: potato@peipotato.org
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Make them
all count.
Phostrol® helps maintain the quality of your
potatoes while in storage so you can get the most
out of your crop. Phostrol® is an extremely systemic
and highly unique fungicide that provides effective,
convenient & flexible preventative protection of late
blight and pink rot when applied during the season
and at harvest.

For more information on Phostrol please contact
Engage Agro 1-866-613-3336

engageagro.com

Always read and follow label directions
Phostrol is a registered trade-mark of Engage Agro Corporation.

UNMATCHED
SPEED AND
EFFECTIVENESS.

With a unique mode of action, pests can’t escape the
crosshairs of Closer™ insecticide. Not only does it
control aphids in vegetable, fruit and potato crops, but
other sap-feeding insects as well. Try Closer ﬁrst in your
IPM program and see for yourself. Visit dowagro.ca.

® TM
Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company
(“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow.
02/14�36088 PEIPN

